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The primary objective of the project is to discover whether or not

/Different forest communities exist within the research area. If various

communities do occur, then the relationships within and between the

communities will be determined. These communites will be studied with

regard to soil properties and soil organisms. The history of t^e study

area will be researched to ascertain past natural and man induced en-

vironmental changes.

Introduction

Vegetation Analysis

The stud1/ area is located in the southernPuget Sound region and

is representative of the Tsuga heterophylla Zone. According to Franklin

and Dyrnoss (19̂ 9) this zone is the most important with regard to tim-

ber production. This region is well known for subclimax Pseudotguga
i^K — ̂
n/eigsiejui and climax Tsuga heterophylum-Thu ja plicata formations
/
/(Weaver and Clements 193^1 Costing 1956? Cooper 1957). The Tsuga het-
/ — — — —
erophylla Zorir- in Washington extends south from British Columbia r~!-rn;i

the Olympic Peninsula, Coast Ranges, Puget Trough, and both Cascade

physiographic provinces in Western Washington.

Thurston County, lying at the southern end of the Puget Trough,

was first settled in 18^-5. In this same year logging operations were

begun and continued throughout the l850's until all the original stand
rc\r\f Pseudotnup-a rrjana^e^ii were removed (Soil Survey, 195! )• It !r;ust

be noted that although it is named the Tsuga heterophylla Zone based

0n the Dotent'ol climax species, large areas are dominated bv forests

6f Psedotr.uga menziesii (Franklin and Dvrness, 1969), Thurston County

^»an extensively logged again in the 19ii-0's (General Knov/ledse). Due

to this repeated log-ring Pseudotsuga is found to be a dominant (often
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sole dominant) in the serai stands that have developed (Munger 1930,

The climate of Thurston County is temperate and marine with little

fluctuation in seasonal temperature. Mean annual temperature is 10.5 C,
I /)

and neither January nor July temperature are extreme. Pjei-cipitation

averages 1281 mm. per year and occurs mainly during the winter months.

Summers are relatively dry with only 6 to 9 percent nf the total per-

cipitation (Soil Survey, 19̂ 7).

The forest communities of the Tsuga heteronhylla Zone have been

studied in detail at many locations. These studies are as follows i

(l) com^unit1'/ nlassif ications of serai Pseudotsuga menziesee stands

( Spilsbury and Smith 19^7t Becking 195̂ . 1956) , (2) communitydescrir-

tions for limited areas (Dirks-Edmunds, 19̂ 7; Macnab, 1958? Merkle, 1951;

Anderson 1-96?), and (3) investigations cf the entire forest commu-

nities (Bailey 19661 Orloc, 1965; Corliss and Dyrness 19^5; Rothacher

et al. 196?; Fonda 196?). Bailey and Foulton (196ft) and Mueller-Dembois

(1965) concentrated upon serai communites, McKinn (I960) upon communi-

ty moisture relationships, and Eis (1962) upon community correlations

with environment and productivity. Cryptogamic components of forests

in the Tsura hfrc/rophylla Zone have been reported by Pechanec (1961),

Higinbotham and Hi^lnbotham (195*0 i Spilsbury and Smith (19̂ -7), Prlozi

(1965), and Becking (195̂ ).

The more comprehensive studies have shc«.i 3 similar spectrum of

communities ar^angmd along moisture gradients. The same basic r-attsrn

of Gaultheria-Berberis-Polvsticum is reneated throughout the zone

(Franklin and Dyrness 1969).

The area that has been selected for this study is located on the



«m portion of The Evergreen State College (Fig. l). The camnus

f located five miles west of Olympia in Thurston County, Washington.

particular forest area was selected in order to contribute to the

/ continuing biological study of The Evergreen State College campus.

/ Two previous studies of the vegetaition on The Evergreen State

College have been conductedi the first being a general discriptive

study of the campus (Winje and Otto,1972) and the second being a

description of the college's shoreline property (Brockway and Williams,

1972).

Soil Analysis

General soil survey work has a long history, coming into its own

in 1899 when the first United States Soil Survey began. Early texts on

soil properties and survey work started to appear around the 1920*s»

one of the earliest being Nature and Properties of Soils by Lyon and

Euckman published in 1922. The United States Department of Agriculture,

in an attempt to standardize much of the survey work being done, pub-

lished its first handbook in 1937 and made subsequent revisions of it

in t950.

Much of the soil survey work today is carried out either at land-

grant colleges or universities, or by government agencies such as the

Soil Conservation Service. In 19̂ 7 this agency comrleted a thorough

soil survey of Thurston County. Th« survey gives detailed description

=md map locations wi" 1'jj soil units that represent 51 series and 6

miscellaneous land types. The descriptions also relate the soils to

the general surrounding vegetation. However, no research into the

Dossible relationships between soils and the existing vegetation

started until the late 1950's and earlv I960'. Works done in this



/Id of study have dealt with soil moisture - vegetation relation-

ship5 (Daubenmire, 19685 Branson, Miller and McQueen, 1965)5 soil

/depths relative to vegetation communit ies(Hullet et al., 1969), soils
b // related to Pinus nonderosa stands (Dyrness and Youngberg, 1966)5 soil-
/

vegetation relationships in southeastern Utah (West and Ibrahim,1963)i

and wood's vegetation in relation to soils in Indiana (Beals and Cope,

196*0. To our knowledge only limited studies in this field have been

made in the Tsuga heterophylla Zone of Western Washington (Forest Soils

Committee of the Douglas fir Region, 195?» Duane and Tarrant, 196P).

Another aspect of soil analysis deals with soil invertebrates of

the phylum Arthropoda and their relationships to vegetation. Work done

with arthropods has concerned itself primarily with identification and

physiology, resulting in the naming of some 600,000 species (Cloudsley-

Thompson, 1958). At the present time no studies of soil arthropod-

vegetation relationships in the Tsuga heteronhylla Zone are known.

Dendrochronology

Dendrochronology was begun in 190̂  by A.E.Douglas, an astronomer,

who was studying sunsnot cycles. By correlating known nast weather

conditions with tree rings he was able to develop 'a master chronology

that demonstrated the effects ̂3̂  of sunspot cycles upon climatic con-

ditions. Tree rinr ^atterns yield information concerning past climatic

conditions, diseases, insect infestations, and factors affecting growth.

Dendrochronology also has been used extensively in determining the age

of forest stands. (Stokes and Smiiex, 1968j White, 19665 McGinnies, 196/1

Smith, 19665 Giddings, Wl) ^ "̂  J~ ' ~~̂ " • ̂  - ̂7

Research Goals

The research goals will be concerned primarily with the analysis
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. and description of the forest community and relation-

of soil properties and organisms to the community. The study

will encompass the determination of the various communities that exist

within the sampling area and the site type that is associated with each.

It will require a mapping of the area with regard to c/tfmmunity parameters

and environmental features.
i&

The specific goals of the soil analysis work are^gain an understand-

of the physical properTifc^ and the arthropod populations of the soil

within the study area. By test and field observations the soil will be

placed into type and phas^ classification, and mapped to determine the

extent and location of the soil units. With regard to classification,

the soil survey work will be studied in relation to the findings of the

vegetation analysis.

Dendrochronology will be used in our research to determine the age

of the forest stands found in he research area. It is expected that

the core samoles taken will show sensitive ringpatterns which will

facilitate the plotting of a master Chronology. This masterchronology

will give information concerning periods of time when the community

growth was hampnred or enhanced. Combining our study of the rast history ^

of the area with the master chronology, we/wilT*. be able to discoverCL̂  •
when natural or man caused disturbances took place in the area and the

effects of them upon the area.

Field Procedures

.Vegetation Analysis

The study areawill be sampled by use of the quadrat method (Costing

1956; Cain and Castro 1959) with the quadrats systematically distributed

(Costing 1956j Greig-Smith 1964). In order to establish the location

of gradients, evenly spaced transects will traverse the study area.
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f re will be 10 transects traversing east-westj each being 75m.

,. The southern-most and northern-most transects wilLvinset

i. from their respective border. There will be 16 transects
s * ~ "

running north-south with 60m. intervals. There will be a 30 m. inset

from the eastarn and western borders. There will be 160 transect

inersections representing th£ quadrat centers.

Each quadrat will be 8x8 meters. Originally it was planned to

use the standard lOxlOm. quadrat (Costing 1958» Cain and Castro 1959);

however, the forest proved to be quite dense resulting in the overlooking

of some species and the duplicate accounting for others when utilizing

the lOxlOm. quadrat. The utilization of the 8x8m. quadrat eliminated

the above inaccuracies appreciably.

In order to obtain possible data concerning forest canopy regeneration

all tree species will be classified as followsi

Mature trees- greater than 7 cm. DBH

Pole - greater than 5cm. but less than 7cm. DBH /JA '^T

Saplings - less than 5cm. DBH but taller than 1m.

Seedlings - less than 1m. in height

The above classification was arbitrarily established/in order to
A

facilitate ease in data collection. The individual diameter of all

the trees within the quadrats will be recordedj whereas, only the

total number of poles, saplings, and seedings will be recorded.

The northeast quarter of each quadrat will be used for shrub

cover determination. This determination will consist of a visual

estimate of the percentage of the area covered by each species and

divided into the following classes (Merkle, 1957 K

Class 0 - less than \% coverage

Class 1 - \% to 5̂  coverage

Class 2 - 6% to 25% coverage

\

^
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Class 3 - 26# to 50$ coverage

Class ̂  - 51# to 75# coverage

Class 5 - 76 # to 100# coverage

Due to a substantial number of forked trees tri our study area,

it has been necessary to developer somejy^uidelineis "concerning the counting

of such.trees. The (guidelines'are as fbllowsi. 1) trunks which fork

at ground level or below will be considered as separate trees and

measured as such} 2) trunks which fork above the ground but below

breast height will each be measured} however, the total area will

be recorded as one tree and will be indicated on the data sheet as

such.

Density, frequency, dominance and importance values will be

determined for each species of treej whereas, only frequency and

dominance for shrubs will be determined.

Soil Analysis

Two soil samples will be taken from each quadrat in a systematic

manner to ensure consistency in procedures. A circle, 80cm. in diameter,

placed in the northwest corner of the northeast quarter of the quadrat

will designate the sampling area. A "loose" sample,, weighing approx-

imately 250 g. will be taken from the top 15 cm. excluding the

Oj. horizon. From every third quadrat a loose sample of the top 15 cm.

inclusive of the DI horizon will be taken and used for analyzing

arthropod populations, (Buckman and Brady, 196?i Soil Survey Manual,

1951) Soil depth determination will be the only field conducted test,

Utilizing an orchard-auger the soil will be probed until bedrock
Jbi*-

or a definite base of the profile is reached. This, data will be

recorded in the field and will include any important visual characteristics

of the soil.

If time allows, at the conclusion of the project a soil monolith

will be taken from each soil unit for closer study.
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fdrorhronolo;

Core samples, 4.8mm. in diameter, will be taken at standard

height from the largest dominant or co-dominant species in

tach quadrat. Cores will also be taken from the more uncommon species

of the area, such as Taxus brevifolia or Arbutus menziesii. Each

sample, taken with a Swedish Increment Borer, will be placed in a

protecting soda straw and tagged with regard to species, quadrat, and

sampler's name* The resulting hole in the sampled trees will be

plugged witlvcork and painted to prevent insect infestation.

Laboratory Procedures

Soil Analysis

Four tests will be conducted on two of the field samples to

obtain physical properties of the soil. The 15 cm. sample will be

divided into two equal portions for pH and organic matter determination.

1) pH will be tested in two manners-- soil paste and Ii5 soil-

water suspension both being measured with an electric pH

meter (Soil Survey Manual, 1951)

2) Organic matter tests will follow the procedures outlined

by Cox, 1967, see Appendix I.
»

The 45cm. core sample will be utilized for bulk density and soil-

separate analysis*

1) Bulk density test will follow the procedure outlined by Harder

and Johnson, 1970, see Appendix 11.

2) Soil-separate analysis will follow the crocedures outlined

by Cox, 1967, see Appendix IIT.

All data will be recorded on a data sheet for use in computer anaylsis,

classification, and mapping.

The samples taken for arthropod analysis will b« placed in Tullgren

funnels for four days. At this time, the extracted sample will be
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with the use of disecting microscopesi populations will

f identified and countedi and the data recorded.

P^rochronology
•*̂ *"̂ ^

The laboratory procedure for analyzing the core samples collected

is outlined by Cox,, 196?» The procedure is as follows*

1) Label and mount core sample with regard to species and gradient,

2) Allow samples to dry and sand.

3) Examine under dissecting-microscope to measure ring widths ^

and to observe ring patterns.

4) Record data for use in compiling the master chronology plot.

Preparations

A vegetation analysis data sheet has been tested in the field

and subsequent revisions made. Preliminary studies pertaining to the

survey work have been conducted and the legal descriptions made by

contracted surveys have been obtained. Computer programs associated

with the various analysis of data have been developed and formulated.

Taxonomic research has been conducted especially in regard to winter

twig identification. Much of the effort concerned1with advance pre-

paration has delt with the reading and collection of related research

projects.
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